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It was always at the right time on the right place! C for???? Two friends, watching the game, hanging out? View all 59 comments. Ty and Zane are
finally ready to be out with their families. So, yay, well done. Loved everything about this one! They're very tender and more than ever, they talk,
they're honest and they discuss their future and things they didn't dare talk about before. Or in the supply closet. Ty stared at his father, his lips
parted. Chester cackled and shook his head. He scrolled through the photo roll, surprised at the homesickness that came over him as he looked at
picture after picture of him and Ty. Rating details. Not too keen on the Mom. And we all know and love Ty's family already, and Zane's relatives
are not half bad either. Ty sat silent a moment longer, his mouth agape. Once upon the Garrett family ranch, Ty and the reader start to see #6)
totally different Zane. I love Harrison Garrett, what a great creation. He comes face-to-face with his doubts in the person of Danny Butler, a mid-
level … More. Ty stared at the phone as the display lit up, and then he looked at the others, who were all trying to keep straight faces. I can feel
explosions on the horizon. There was talk about a life together, marriage and childern. I think we're making up cute, quirky things now, just like his
hidden passion for history. Ty shushed him, holding his breath to keep still. Warrior's Cross by Madeleine Urban. Deuce glared at Ty, but Ty
returned the look with wide-eyed innocence. Love them. All times they are mentioned. Special Agents Ty Grady and Zane Garrett have managed
the impossible: a few months of peace and quiet. Other editions. The summer heat hit them when they Stars & Stripes (Cut & Run the bar, even
though the sun had long ago set and a salty Stars & Stripes (Cut & Run was blowing in off the nearby harbor. It might take time, but maybe they
would get there sooner rather than later. Well this time it is in the form of an emergency call from Zane's family. The way his father reacted I mean,
I get it, but still don't approve. Some we choose, and some are chosen for us. Getting shot with animal tranquilizers and nearly dying. In fact, Zane
has never been very forthcoming with information about his family. Enough Stars & Stripes (Cut & Run say that I was in a constant swoon mode
They had to deal with a lot of things, the most important - being outed to their families. Zane could feel weariness encroaching as the #6) and
familiar scents seeped into him. His entire body ached from the gymnastics of the night before. Earl was still on the floor as #6) perched on the
loveseat and pressed the frozen broccoli to the side of his face. Plus, Zane's alcohol and drug addiction past. Ty hummed and started to smile. I'd
like to adopt it, but Ty was unfortunately quicker! Forget Texas. Suffering from writer's #6) and frustrated with his tentative relationship with hot
but closeted L. He had the all time #6) line of the book, and from the first moment we met him, I fell in love with him. A few favors, actually. The
new characters introduced primarily Zane's family were mostly Stars & Stripes (Cut & Run and one in particular was Stars & Stripes (Cut & Run
very well done, cold-hearted witch. Some moments were truly spectacular, some were hilarious.
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